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SWITCH wins Security Award  
for .ch
SWITCH and its counterparts in 
Austria and Germany are 
rewarded for their joint  
efforts to protect the Domain Name 
System. They win the Security Award 
from CENTR.

SWITCH wins tender process  
for .ch 
According to OFCOM communication, 
the SWITCH candidature stood out  
for its combination of an excellent  
concept for combating cybercrime  
and a good price/performance ratio.

SWITCH-CERT celebrates  
20 years 
SWITCH-CERT organised a celebration 
and symposium on 21 September to 
mark 20 years since it was formed. 
The theme was “The history and future 
of incident response”. 

SWITCH edu-ID goes live 
The pilot of the academic identity 
SWITCH edu-ID begins. It is a  
significant evolution of the successful 
authentication and authorisation  
infrastructure SWITCHaai.

100 gigabits per second 
With the upgrade of the fibre-optic  
infrastructure throughout  
Switzerland, the new SWITCHlan  
backbone can transport up to 100 
gigabits per second and has ample 
bandwidth in reserve.

SWITCH receives Best of Swiss 
Web Honorary Award 
One reason the jury cites is the fact 
that SWITCH has been a dependable 
centre of IT expertise for more than  
25 years, serving the entire national  
Internet industry as well as the  
academic community. 

New centre of expertise for IT  
procurement
With SWITCHprocure universities  
benefit from improved pricing,  
standardised contractual terms,  
a central point of contact and  
coordination as well as complete  
transparency.

Combating domain abuse
The malware process is enshrined in  
law. It allows SWITCH to deactivate  
infected .ch websites quickly. The first  
of its kind, it is instrumental in making  
.ch one of the most secure top-level  
domains in the world.

switchplus formed 
SWITCH sets up a subsidiary,  
switchplus AG, to offer customers  
additional domains besides .ch as well 
as web hosting and e-mail services.

Fostering skills among the  
next generation 
Some 2,000 schoolchildren from more 
than 100 classes all over Switzerland 
compete for the first ever SWITCH  
Junior Web Award. The website  
competition encourages them to learn 
web design and other skills. 

Gigabits for universities 
Dark fibre comes to the Swiss univer-
sities as the 2.5-Gbit/s fibre-optic data 
highway for the academic community 
enters operation. SWITCHlan links 
CERN, the universities of Lausanne, 
Bern and Basel and ETH Zurich. 

Extension of SWITCHlan  
Extending SWITCH’s services to the 
universities of applied sciences and the 
universities of teacher education 
means that all tertiary education insti-
tutions in Switzerland are connected 
to the SWITCHlan academic network.
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Launch of SWITCHlan 
The SWITCHlan academic network is 
created with a maximum bandwidth of 
128 Kbit/s, bringing the Internet to 
Switzerland.

SWITCH foundation formed 
On 22 October, representatives of the 
Swiss Confederation and the eight 
cantons that have universities sign the 
Foundation Deed for “SWITCH –  
teleinformatics services for teaching 
and research”.

A more detailed timeline can be found on the SWITCH website. swit.ch/timeline

SWITCH-CERT operational 
The first computer emergency response 
team in Switzerland, SWITCH-CERT, 
commenced operating activities.

1996

1990

Birth of .ch
Professor Bernhard Plattner submits 
a request to the Internet Assigned 
Numbers Authority (IANA) on 20 May 
1987 to have .ch entered in the Domain 
Name System.

SWITCH becomes the registry  
for .ch
SWITCH becomes the first Internet 
service provider in Switzerland and  
the registry for .ch.

30 YEARS  
OF EXPERIENCE  
for a promising future

Timeline of success: from the beginnings of the  

Internet to networking universities and now  

creating a lifelong identity. 
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T he Internet Protocol had already 
been invented in 1987 when the 
Confederation and the university 

cantons formed the SWITCH foundation 
with the objective of “creating the neces-
sary basis for the effective use of modern 
methods of telecomputing in teaching and 
research in Switzerland”, but the World 
Wide Web was not even a twinkle in its in-
ventor’s eye. It is hard to believe that this 
was just 30 years ago. Since then, nothing 
has changed the world so fundamentally as 
those “modern methods of telecomputing”.

The foundation has endeavoured to ensure 
that all web addresses ending in .ch can be 
accessed securely and stably since the be-
ginnings of the Internet in Switzerland. If 
a technical fault or cyberattack were to shut 
down SWITCH’s DNS infrastructure these 
days, the consequences would be very seri-
ous. It is no wonder, then, that the govern-
ment is keeping a watchful eye on this “crit-
ical infrastructure”. When a public tender 
was held in spring 2016, SWITCH was able 
to persuade the Federal Office of Commu-
nications that the national top-level domain 

would continue to be safe in its hands go-
ing forward. The registry mandate was ex-
tended for another five years – a seal of ap-
proval that makes SWITCH especially 
proud.

SWITCH has largely remained out of the 
public eye over the past 30 years, earning a 
name for itself first and foremost with in-
novative ICT solutions for the Swiss aca-
demic community upon which it built its 
core competencies:

1. Network: 
Constructing and upgrading the secure, 
high-speed network SWITCHlan for edu-
cation and research.
2. Security: 
Establishing the Computer Emergency Re-
sponse Team SWITCH-CERT to protect 
Swiss universities and businesses against 
cybercrime.
3. Identity Management: 
Developing, implementing and operat- 
ing the identity management solutions  
SWITCHaai and SWITCH edu-ID which 
offer easy access to academic resources 
across multiple universities.

Looking at the biography of SWITCH also means taking 

stock of 30 years of ICT history. These three decades have 

brought sweeping changes in all areas of life, not just 

education and research. An anniversary characterised by 

visions and fascinating stories.

The reports that follow provide a more in-
depth look at these key achievements for the 
Swiss academic community.

The SWITCHlan story is perhaps the best 
illustration of the fast pace of progress. 
Back in 1988, there was a single line be-
tween Zurich and Lausanne that could 
transfer data at a maximum speed of 128 
kilobits per second. Today, all universities 
and research organisations in Switzerland 
are connected to SWITCHlan with speeds 
of up to 100 gigabits per second. This is 
800,000 times faster than 30 years ago.

SWITCH has worked closely with the Swiss 
universities to achieve major breakthroughs 
in a variety of ICT domains: registry, net-
work, security, identity management, soft-
ware procurement, infrastructure and data 
services. At the same time, its staff have fos-
tered relationships built on trust within the 
national and international academic and 
Internet communities and with federal au-
thorities. Trust is the cornerstone of suc-
cessful collaboration, and collaboration is 
the cornerstone of innovation for SWITCH.

SWITCH stands for better performance, 
convenience and security in the digital 
world. That is as true today as it has been 
for three decades. SWITCH’s success story 
would not have been possible without its 
customers, partners, Foundation Council 
and staff working together in harmony. We 
would like to take this opportunity to thank 
everyone involved.

SWITCH stands for greater  
capability, convenience and 
security in the digital world.

30 YEARS OF  
PIONEERING WORK   
at the highest level



T he Benelux countries are probably 
not jealous of Switzerland’s size, but 
they are almost certainly jealous of 

our avalanche bulletin. Any country with 
an avalanche bulletin must have glittering, 
snow-capped mountains – a beautiful win-
ter wonderland. The first bulletins appeared 
as long ago as 1945, when they were pub-
lished weekly. They became daily in 1997 
and have been produced twice a day in four 
languages since 2012. The bulletins are an 
indispensable source of information for 
safety personnel, mountain guides and 

off-piste skiers alike, and they can save 
lives.

Few people are aware of how and where 
they are produced. They are the responsi-
bility of the WSL Institute for Snow and 
Avalanche Research (SLF) in Davos, part 
of the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, 
Snow and Landscape Research (WSL), 
which itself belongs to the ETH Domain. 
The SLF avalanche warning team draws up 
the bulletins, continually collecting, ana-
lysing and processing data from 200 ob-

servers and 180 automated measuring sta-
tions out in the field.

But what does all this have to do with 
SWITCH? Without SWITCH, the ava-
lanche bulletin would never leave the  
office in Davos. Its reliable transmission 
into the digital universe twice daily is made 
possible by SWITCH’s high-speed data net-
work, known since 1989 by the name 
SWITCHlan. The SLF has had a redundant 
SWITCHlan connection since 2006.

No asset symbolises SWITCH’s perfor-
mance better than SWITCHlan. It rep-
resents the pinnacle of data networks and 
was designed for one higher purpose, 
namely to transport data in the service of 
science. Its outstanding features can be 
summed up in a few words: inexhaustible 
capacity, low complexity and global inter-
connection. There is not a single universi-
ty or leading research institute in Switzer-
land that is not connected to SWITCHlan. 
Even world-famous names like CERN and 
the Paul Scherrer Institute use it. 

More and more private companies’ re-
search and development departments are 
also showing an interest in SWITCHlan. 
They appreciate the fact that it has perfor-
mance to spare as well as the stability, se-
curity and independence offered by 
SWITCH’s infrastructure. These new cus-
tomers are global players that need a direct 
connection to international research net-
works, to which SWITCHlan is connected.

This interest is good news for SWITCH. Re-
search is increasingly a matter of pub-
lic-private partnerships and international 
cooperation. The extra income provided by 
a growing customer base makes it possible 
to upgrade the network infrastructure 
ready for the future and provides a welcome 
contribution to the funding of innovation 
projects that benefit the entire SWITCH 
community.

These days, SWITCH is able to set up con-
nections between any points within 
SWITCHlan flexibly and at short notice, 
and they are extremely stable. The system 
automatically identifies interruptions in the 
fibre-optic cables and diverts the affected 
channels. At full capacity, SWITCHlan 
could currently transmit data at 100 giga-
bits per second on each of its 88 channels. 
This leaves room for much more than the 
avalanche bulletin.

NO MOUNTAIN  
TOO HIGH

SWITCH stands for better performance in the digital world.  

Its far-sighted planning ensures that there is always more than 

enough performance available to meet all customers’ needs.

SWITCHlan 
represents the 
pinnacle of 
data networks
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Secondly, the digital revolution is affecting 
more and more areas of our lives. The 
spread of digitalisation is increasing our  
dependence on IT and the potential for at-
tacks. The amount of damage that can be 
caused is rising exponentially.

What can we do about it? Working togeth-
er is the only answer. SWITCH’s security 
experts have been collaborating nationally 
and internationally ever since the begin-
nings of the Internet. Its valuable know-
how in terms of assessing cyber risks and 
defending against attacks has been acquired 
through its core tasks of operating the na-
tional academic network SWITCHlan and 
administering the top-level domains .ch 
and .li.

SWITCH’s Computer Emergency Re-
sponse Team (SWITCH-CERT) specialis-
es in network and DNS infrastructure se-
curity. It owes its excellent reputation to 
pioneering achievements, clever coopera-
tions, efficient processes, active links with 
international CERT organisations and 
years of collaborating successfully with 
banks. SWITCH can rightfully claim to 
have done a superb job for the Internet in 
Switzerland. In 2015, it received an award 
from the Council of European National Top 
Level Domain Registries (CENTR) for its 
ground-breaking work on security togeth-
er with Germany’s DENIC and Austria’s 
nic.at. A study by US firm Architelos in the 
same year concluded that .ch is the most se-
cure top-level domain in Europe.

SWITCH enjoys more trust among the ac-
ademic community, the authorities and the 
private sector than any other organisation 
– and it intends to make the most of this. 
More than ever, Switzerland needs a trust-
ed centre of expertise that is well-versed 
in cooperation and equipped to face the se-
curity challenges that lie ahead. It aims to 
keep systematically improving its know-
how and cooperate more with relevant fed-
eral bodies and Swiss businesses. Demand 
is growing.

GLOBALLY CONNECTED  
to guarantee security

.ch has a very  
good reputation, 
especially with  
respect to security.

SWITCH stands for better security in the digital world. 

As an operator of critical infrastructures, it has been put 

to the test many times over the years, earning plenty of 

respect and trust in the process.

Philipp Metzger, Director of OFCOM

S neaky attacks on computers have 
long been an everyday occurrence 
in the digital world. Constant soft-

ware updates and the flood of dubious 
e-mails are annoying, of course, but 
should they make us really worried about 
security?

Let us look at the facts. While you are calm-
ly reading this, others are hard at work 
thinking about vulnerabilities – talented 

people just like you, but with a very differ-
ent business model. They are out to commit 
fraud, theft, blackmail and manipulation 
and deal in stolen goods. You could be their 
next target, and you might even have been 
targeted already without knowing it. Their 
methods are becoming ever more sophisti-
cated. In some parts of the western world, 
organised cybercrime is now causing more 
financial damage than conventional crimes.

Is the threat situation getting worse? It is 
certainly becoming more complex. Two 
overlapping trends are challenging securi-
ty personnel. Firstly, cybercriminals are in-
creasingly professional and their attacks 
ever more precisely targeted. This is now re-
garded as a flourishing industry with only 
one rule, namely that there are no rules. 
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LEADING THE WAY 
in identity management 

O ne of SWITCH’s core capabilities 
is identity management in the aca-
demic IT landscape across all Swiss 

universities. The authentication and au-
thorisation infrastructure SWITCHaai, 
launched in 2005, enabled university mem-
bers for the first time to access IT resourc-
es at other universities with a single user 
account. This ground-breaking achieve-
ment quickly became a national standard 
and continued its success story internation-
ally. However, the SWITCHaai identity is 
tied to an active role at a Swiss university. 
The user account and thus the identity ex-
pire when the holder leaves the university.

The successor solution, SWITCH edu-ID, 
removes this restriction. This user account 
is tied solely to the holder, so it can remain 
valid for an entire lifetime. When the hold-
er’s role changes, the identity is updated ac-
cordingly. Anyone with a SWITCH edu-ID 
can use resources within the academic 
community at any time, provided they have 
been assigned the appropriate rights by a 
person who is authorised to do so. This flex-
ibility simplifies the management of per-
sonal data and is especially advantageous 
in research collaborations.

The benefits are illustrated, for example, by 
the national support initiative “Person-
alised Medicine”. This initiative aims to lay 
the foundations for making healthcare data 
available at the level of quality required for 

research and innovation. It is being imple-
mented through a national joint effort be-
tween universities, hospitals and funding 
bodies thanks to an agreement between 
swissuniversities, the ETH Board, the Swiss 
National Science Foundation (SNSF), the 
Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB) and 
the Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences 
(SAMS). The SAMS has been mandated by 
the federal government to set up, organise 
and coordinate a Swiss Personalised 
Health Network (SPHN) that will aim to 
harmonise the various types of data and in-
formation systems and make it possible to 
exchange data for research purposes. In 
technical terms, the SIB’s Data Coordina-
tion Centre will be responsible for the in-

SWITCH stands for greater convenience in the  

digital world. The new identity management solution 

SWITCH edu-ID is perfectly tailored to meet the 

needs of today’s university teaching and research 

staff. It is especially beneficial for broad-based  

research projects such as the national support  

initiative “Personalised Medicine”.

teroperability of health-related data such as 
clinical patient records, molecular research 
findings, sensor measurements and labora-
tory results. The Centre allows researchers 
to use data from a variety of distributed 
platforms for scientific studies, starting 
with university hospitals, universities (in-
cluding the Federal Institutes of Technolo-
gy) and specialist platforms for genomics, 
proteomics and metabolomics. Additional 
data will follow later on, e.g. reference data 
for healthy control groups, data from oth-
er healthcare providers and even lifestyle 
data supplied by patients themselves under 
“quantified self” schemes.

The requirements for identity management 
hinge on the support initiative’s scale and 
complexity as well as its high demands as 
regards data security and verifiability. The 
solution must be able to grant authorised 
and uniquely identified individuals from a 
range of disciplines, projects, organisations 
and nations straightforward and secure ac-
cess to specific resources on the basis of a 
shared infrastructure. Simplicity and con-
venience are needed where data are collect-
ed, managed and delivered as well as where 
researchers access these data for analysis.

The SWITCH edu-ID solution is support-
ed by the federal government and meets 
these requirements. It is based on interna-

tional standards and simplifies research 
collaboration and lifelong learning through 
an innovative approach that puts the ser-
vice user at the centre rather than his or 
her temporary role within a particular or-
ganisation.

SWITCH is developing its identity manage-
ment solution in conjunction with its na-
tional and international partners in the ac-
ademic community.

 SWITCH’s  
identity manage-
ment concepts 
and solutions  
will play a  
fundamental role 
in the success of 
SPHN.
Prof. Dr. Torsten Schwede, University of  
Basel, SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics, 
Executive Board SPHN
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STATEMENTS 
from the community

What do members of our community like about working  

with SWITCH? How does it add value for their organisation? 

What makes SWITCH unique in their view? Here are some 

statements from the SWITCH community.

Dr. Kurt Baltensperger,  
Leiter Stabsbereich Wissenschaft, 
ETH-Rat

Eine Bottom-up-Kultur, wie sie bei 
SWITCH auf allen Stufen gelebt  
wird, führt zu Innovationen, die in 
der Praxis Bestand haben.

Prof. Dr. Torsten Braun, Institut 
für Informatik, Universität Bern

SWITCH hilft uns dabei, effizient,  
sicher sowie zuverlässig mit unseren 
nationalen und internationalen For-
schungspartnern in gemeinsamen 
Projekten zusammenzuarbeiten, in-
dem uns SWITCH auf die Hoch-
schul-Community zugeschnittene 
Dienste bereitstellt. Das erlaubt uns 
geeignete Dienste und Tools aus  
einem Portfolio auszuwählen und 
uns auf die Forschungsthemen zu 
konzentrieren.

Valérie Clerc, Secrétaire de la 
Conférence suisse des hautes 
écoles

Depuis trente ans, SWITCH a su se 
faire une place dans le paysage des 
hautes écoles en offrant des services 
sur mesure qui répondent aux  
besoins des institutions.

Stefan Jenni, Leiter ICT, PH Luzern

SWITCH steht für Netzwerk: Wir  
von der PH Luzern schätzen die  
sichere, hochverfügbare und perfor-
mante Netz-Anbindung. Aber auch 
die «menschliche Vernetzung» unter 
den Hochschulen, die SWITCH mit 
viel Herzblut fördert, möchten wir 
nicht missen.

Dennis Saatkamp, Head of Educa-
tion EMEA, Adobe Systems GmbH

SWITCH ist für uns der Single- 
Point-of-Contact, um den gesamten 
Hochschulmarkt der Schweiz zu er-
reichen. Durch die Verhandlungen 
und die daraus entstanden Rahmen-
verträge mit SWITCH konnten wir 
ein Angebot kreieren, welches den 
Bedarf kleinerer und grösserer Hoch-
schulen berücksichtigt und dabei 
eine Win-Win Situation für beide 
Seiten schafft. Ich freue mich auf die 
zukünftigen Verhandlungen und die 
weitere Zusammenarbeit.

Stephan Zimmermann,  
Leiter Sicherheit und Systeme, 
PostFinance AG

Eine gute Zusammenarbeit basiert 
auf Kompetenz, Zuverlässigkeit und 
Vertrauen. All diese Kriterien haben 
wir bei SWITCH gefunden. Sie  
begleiten uns seit bald 10 Jahren,  
vielen Dank.

Didier Rey, délégué du vice- 
président à l’ EPFL (École poly-
technique fédérale de Lausanne)

La fondation SWITCH permet à tous 
les acteurs de la communauté  
académique suisse de se retrouver  
régulièrement et de se mettre  
d’accord sur les collaborations  
informatiques d’intérêt général, sur 
base d’un consensus. En tant que 
membre du comité, je m’engage pour 
mettre en place de nouvelles collabo-
rations afin de permettre aux  
chercheurs de disposer des outils  
appropriés et aux institutions d’en 
partager les coûts de développement 
et de fonctionnement.

Dr. Jörg Schweiger,  
CEO DENIC eG

SWITCH hat .ch zur natürlichen 
und ersten Wahl für Schweizer Bür-
ger und Unternehmen entwickelt, die 
sich entschieden haben, Domains für 
ihre Repräsentanz im Internet zu 
wählen.

Simon Züst, E-Banking Security/ 
Application-Management,  
Raiffeisen Schweiz

Uns gefällt an der Zusammenarbeit 
mit SWITCH-CERT, dass wir es mit 
Mitarbeitern zu tun haben, die über 
ein ausgezeichnetes Know-how  
verfügen. Zudem hat SWITCH den 
grossen Vorteil, dass sie national und 
international sehr gut vernetzt sind 
und mit kompetenten Partnern zu-
sammenarbeiten.

Dr. Axel Marion, Responsable du 
domaine «Politique des hautes 
écoles», swissuniversities

Depuis 30 ans, SWITCH est une  
démonstration magnifique et vision-
naire de la bonne collaboration des 
hautes écoles. Dans l’ère actuelle de 
l’information scientifique, elle est 
plus que jamais une organisation 
centrale pour le succès de la commu-
nauté académique suisse.

More statements from the community can be found on the SWITCH website. swit.ch/statements  
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PEOPLE  
make the difference

SWITCH employs 100 people who work hard every day to deliver better 

performance, convenience and security in the digital world. What  

motivates them to go the extra mile for their customers day in, day out?

Rolf Brugger, Trust & Identity

What I like is that I can achieve a lot by 
playing my part – not just for my projects, 
but for the universities as well.

Lukas Wüthrich, apprentice

For me, SWITCH is a diverse place to be 
trained where I enjoy the benefits of top  
infrastructure and a broad range of know-
how, which makes my apprenticeship really 
interesting.

Michael Fuchs, Security 
Financial Services

Our customers benefit from SWITCH-CERT’s 
unique global network and its years of experi-
ence. SWITCH has made Switzerland one of 
the safest countries in the world as far as the 
Internet is concerned.

Andreas Dudler, Managing Director

SWITCH’s meaningful work in a wide range 
of different fields and interesting people are 
what motivate me each morning.

Urs Eppenberger, Head of Registry & 
Collaboration

I’ve had the pleasure of shaping the future 
of the Internet in Switzerland with 
SWITCH for 30 years.

Nathalie Roth, Collaboration

My work with the Swiss e-learning  
community brings new inspiration  
every day.

It’s the SWITCH spirit that gets me fired 
up: that unique mix of passion, talent,  
curiosity, lots of experience and the  
ambition to keep questioning what we  
have and innovate with and for our  
community.

Christine Lanner, 
Head of Management Services

Life’s too short to put up with a  
slow Internet! 

Antonia Lutz, Domain Applications

I love being able to work for research and 
education in Switzerland.

Christoph Witzig, Head of  
Infrastructure & Identity Services

I like the collegial and appreciative  
environment at SWITCH and the  
opportunity to play an active role in  
my fascinating and diverse field.

Nadja Birchler,  
Organizational Development & HR

It’s a privilege to be part of such a friendly, 
skilled and motivated team and to provide 
sophisticated services that are valued by 
our partners.

Ernst Heiri, Network
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 It ’s a privilege to play a par t  
in shaping SWITCH’s future  
together with the whole  
community.




